Fred Baker: A few minutes for comments.

Shuping: It seems that the purpose of the draft in the v6ops, while 6man works on the solution.

Jen Linkova: I think that what sorts of things that can be processed is a property of the router. It

Michael: Temporary problem. It changes routing.

TCPM RTO-dependent flow label generation

Ron: To argue a bit with Warren… I think ASICs are becoming more powerful and may be

Fred: Thanks. Shuping has re-entered queue and can now be heard.

Gyan: Understood. We’ll do that and take to mailing list for review.

Alexander: …

Michael: Temporary problem. It changes routing.

Fernando: One of the options (but this just scratches the surface)… At the time temporary

Shuping: Just a clarification to Warren. It’s not about the operators, but it is about the

Bob: I agree with a lot that Warren said. 2 thoughts… If we can get something that works we

Gyan: It’s evolving. If more options come up that need to be in slow path, they would remain in

Jen Linkova: I think that what sorts of things that can be processed is a property of the router. It

Michael: Temporary problem. It changes routing.

Gyan: It’s evolving. If more options come up that need to be in slow path, they would remain in

Gyan Mishra: Good overview. No flow label in IPv4, we need to take advantage of this when
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